What you need
to know about...

How to Give Your Baby
Infants’ TYLENOL
®

When your baby has pain or fever, you might have questions about
giving medicine—especially if it’s the first time. Most importantly, be sure to
always read and follow the label—so you don’t give too much medicine or
give it too often. These steps can help you feel confident about giving
Infants’ TYLENOL®.

Step 1—Ask Your Doctor
Before giving Infant’s TYLENOL® to a baby less than 2 years old, you must ask your
doctor how much to give. The correct dose is based on your baby’s current weight
and age. So ask your doctor to update the correct dose the next time you give
Infants’ TYLENOL®.
TIP: If you call your doctor’s office for the correct dose, have the medicine bottle in hand.

Step 2—Measure the Right Amount
Always use the SimpleMeasure® syringe that came in the package.
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syringe

3.

Flip bottle
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Pull yellow part
of syringe to
correct dose

Use only as directed.

TIP: Keep the SimpleMeasure® syringe and Infants’ TYLENOL® in the original box
together after use. Never use a different measuring tool with this medicine.

Step 3—Give the Medicine
• Hold your baby upright.
• Dispense liquid slowly into child’s mouth toward inner cheek.
TIP: If your baby spits out some of the medicine, don’t give more!
Wait until it’s time for the next dose.

Help for babies who are fussy about medicine
• If your baby tends to spit out medicine, gently squeeze his or her cheeks together
when giving the liquid. This will open baby’s mouth and make it harder to spit.
• If your baby doesn’t like the medicine’s taste, consider following it with a tastier
drink. (Older babies can have a few licks of an ice pop or other cold food to
slightly numb the tongue before taking medicine.)

Download FREE Kids’ Wellness Tracker

Track your child’s height, weight, BMI, vaccines, symptoms, and medicines, plus calculate dosing.
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